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CUSTOM, UNIQUE, TURNKEY GIFT SOLUTION

Makes Your
Life Easier

Meets ANY 
Budget

Always Delivers
"Wow" Experience

Provides Superior
Products and Packaging 

HAS BEEN USED FOR THE FOLLOWING:
• Corporate Gifts

• Staff Rewards

• VIP / Sponsor Gifts

• Board Meetings

• Hotel Room Drops

• Unique Retail Items

• Golf Outings

• Charity | Gala Gifts

• Season Ticket Holders
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#1

#2

#3

Step

Step

Step

HOW IT WORKS

WHITE BOX IS INCLUDED LUXURY BLACK OR WHITE SOFT TOUCH BOX 
$16.50 UPGRADE

CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGING

CHOOSE AMONG OUR MOST POPULAR BOXES
OR
BUILD YOUR OWN

PERSONALIZED LETTER FROM EVENT HOST (OPTIONAL)

VARIETY OF TRAVEL BAGS 
$20 + UP

TE
CH
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MOST POPULAR GIFT BOXES

Golf
One-Size-Fits-All Leather
Golf Belt, Switchblade Divot
Tool and Leather Golf Log

19th Hole
Two Rocks Glasses, 
Stainless Steel Ice Cubes 
and Cigar Cutter

Technology
5000 mAh Powerbank,
Bem Bluetooth Wireless
Speaker and Extra Long
USB Cord for iPhone
and Android Devices

Travel
Naked Bee Travel Set,
Stainless Steel Manicure
Set and 5000 mAh
Powerbank

Golf
Vantage Omega Tech Polo,
Microfiber Golf Towel and
TaylorMade Adjustable Hat

Technology
Bem Bluetooth Wireless
Speaker, 8000 mAh
Powerbank and Sports
Ear Buds with Case

Travel
30 ounce MAX! Stainless 
Steel Tumbler, Canvas 
Bag Toiletry Kit and Jack 
Black Travel Gift Set

Golf
Adidas Shoes, Leather 
Golf Score Card Holder 
and Pair of Stance 
Performance Socks

19th Hole
64 ounce Beer Growler, 
Beer Flight with Shot 
Glasses and The Beer 
Journal

Technology
10000 mAh Powerbank, 
Kinlan Wireless Bluetooth Ear 
Buds, Waterproof Bluetooth 
Wireless Speaker

Travel
Silicone Dopp Kit, Wired 
Ear Buds in Case and 
Water Repellent Garment 
Bag

Golf
Canoos Golf Shoes, One 
Dozen Titleist Prov1 Golf 
Balls and Travis Mathew 
Shoe/Cooler Bag 

19th Hole
9 Piece Set includes 4
Moscow Mule Mugs, Ice
Bucket, Shaker and 
Stainless Steel Ice Cubes

Technology
FujiFilm Instant Camera,
Amazon Kindle Fire,
10000 mAh Powerbank,
and XL USB Cord

Travel
Canvas Trolley Bag with 
Leather Trim, Canvas Dopp 
Kit and WAAV Bluetooth 
Wireless Noise Cancellation 
Headphones

4

19th Hole
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 Set of 4 moisture 
absorbent sandstone 
coasters with customized 
photos on each coaster. 



BUILD YOUR OWN BOX
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TECHNOLOGY

Sports Ear Buds 
with Microphone
Allows you to be hands free 
when you are on the phone 
and won't fall out when you
are going for a run.

BEM Bluetooth 
Wireless Speaker

Bluetooth Wireless 
Sports Ear Buds

Waterproof Wireless
Bluetooth Speaker

WAAV Noise Cancellation Headphones

Bellabeat Leaf Activity Tracker

FitBit Alta Tracker
24 Hour watch, day, date and month, heart rate monitor, perpetual calendar, 
radio controlled, water resistant. anti-theft fucntion. iPhone and Android 
compatible. Remote control music playback, remote capature photo on your 
smartphone via Bluetooth. 

Bluetooth Smart Watch and Pedometer

MisFit Activity Tracker Smart Watch
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Portable wireless Bluetooth 
speaker that fits into your golf 
cart cup holder so you can 
listen to your favorite tunes!

Mindsonic High Fidelity 
Headphones
Excellent ambient noise reduction. 
Superb audio quality with high 
sound pressure level and soft-skin 
ear pads.  

Unparalleled audio performance 
gives you the freedom to put your 
device where you need it, 
un-tethered from your ears. 

Durable and waterproof, 
designed to withstand 
extreme environments and 
conditions.

Great bass and clear trebles make 
for a rich listening experience. 
Top-notch comfort and adjustability 
allows for extended use. 

Walzer Bluetooth Wireless Sound 
System
This sleek and powerful wireless 
Bluetooth speaker with leather cover is 
a powerful and portable sound system.

Track breathing during exercise, help 
manage and relieve stress, increase focus 
and fall asleep easily. Logs the quantity and 
quality of your sleep and provides guidance 
on how to get most rest. 

You can track activity like steps,
miles and set fitness goals. Control 
music, take selfies and flip through 
slide presentations with the press of 
a button.

Make and receive calls, link with any 
Bluetooth device, transmit music 
from the watch to headset/speakers 
and measure your steps and calories 
burned.

Use Luxe leather and metal bands to take 
your Fitbit Alta Tracker from day to night and 
work to weekend. The pioneer pedometer is 
perfect for your active lifestyle.

TECHNOLOGY
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BUILD YOUR OWN BOX

Breathalyzer Keychain 
with Digital Display
Innovative and discreet, this 
personal breathalyzer keychain 
keeps you easily informed of 
your blood alcohol levels.

BacTrack Breathalyzer Keychain

Wireless Waterproof Mini Keyboard
Mini keyboard makes your tablet,
phone or other supported device 
as a mini notebook computer.  
Sleek, folds up and easy to transport. 

Wireless Locator Key Finder 

Wireless Locator Key Finder  

Simple Home Smart Wi-Fi 
Controlled Wall Outlet

G
ad

ge
ts Quickly estimate your blood alcohol content 

with the small Breathalyzer. The folding 
mouthpiece pulls out during testing and slides 
back down during storage blow for results in 
just 5 seconds!

4 KEY FINDERS: Attach the receivers to 
and simply press the color-coded 
buttons to locate them. Locates items 
while penetrating through walls and 
sofa cushions. Easy to use. 

You will surely love this alarm tracer, 
remote control and self-potrait featured 
Bluetooth 4.0 anti-lost device. Benefiting 
from the built-in low consumption Bluetooth 
4.0, the battery can last for about half a 
year. 

Power your devices from anywhere 
in the world. Access and control 
your entire home with multiple smart 
Wi-Fi wall outlets. Simple Home App 
(NO HUB NEEDED).

BUILD YOUR OWN BOX

Premium Drone with
Live Video Feed

4K Waterproof Sports Action Camera
4K Ultra HD Action Camera with 4 times 
the resolution of traditional HD cameras. 
Capture and share your world in a 
fantastic resolution. 

Records stunning, immersive 1080p60 
and 720p60 video. Built-in Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth enables connectivity to the 
GoPro App or Smart Remote to control 
the camera remotely & share content. 

Instant Camera with two shutter buttons 
allowing comfortable and convenient 
vertical and horizontal shooting. 
Close-up lens for shots up to 35 cm 
from the subject.

Amazon EchoKindle Fire
Play all your music from 
Amazon Music, Spotify, 
Pandora, iHeartRadio,  
and more using just your 
voice.

Drone equipped with HD Camera 
& bonus battery. Enjoy live video 
feed in High Definition from your 
mobile device with all new FPV 
Wi-Fi feature.  

Beautiful 7" IPS 
display and 1.3 GHz 
quad-core processor 
with Wi-Fi. Available 
in four colors.

C
am

er
a FujiFilm Instant Camera GoPro HERO+
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7 Port USB Charging Dock

Bluetooth Audio Car Adapter
 

Wireless Charger
with Phone Attachment 

10000 mAh Powerbank 
(3 Full Charges)

5000 mAh Powerbank 
(1 - 1.5 Full Charges)

Extra Long USB Cable with 
iPhone / Android Compatibility
Extra long 2 mm gorilla cord 
provides durability to power 
your Android or iPhone device.

Wireless charger so you can 
charge on the base with no 
cord needed.

Turns any car into a Bluetooth 
compatiable vehicle. With this 
adapter you can answer calls 
and stream music through 
your cars audio.

Car Quick Charger 
Charge 2 compatible 
devices simultaneously 
up to 4 times faster with 
Qualcomm Quick 
Charge 3.0 Technology.

Slim 5000 mAh Powerbank 
has a built in USB cord with 
light indicator. Android and 
iPhone compatible. 

Allows you to charge up to 
seven devices simultaneously 
via USB ports. Quick charge 
device recognition provides 
optimal performance. 

8000 mAh Powerbank 
(2 - 2.5 Full Charges)
Thin and easy to carry 
polymer Powerbank with 
battery life indicator 
lights. 

Thin polymer Powerbank has an 
LED screen and dual ports to 
charge two devices at once.  You 
will get three full phone charges!

TECHNOLOGY

Mobile Phone Screen Protector
Universal Screen Protector 
to protect your mobile screen
from scratches or other damages.

Universal elastic mobile phone 
case fits nearly all mobile phones 
while holding a few cards to boot!

Elastic Mobile Phone Case Leather Cell Phone Case / Wallet

Univesal Cell Phone Holder Magnetic Mobile Phone Car Mount
Universal vent mount fits any iPhone or Android phone.
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Leather universal cell phone case 
features a professional leather-style 
finish makes it perfect for any 
situation.

This universal phone case clips to any belt, and carriers 
everything you need for business or personal use.
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Durable and perfect for
mixing your favorite drink
with a golf ball bubble in
the hefty sham base.

17 oz Stainless Steel
Bottle
Stainless Steel double
walled exterior includes a
screw top lid to prevent
spillage.

Stainless Steel Koozies
The vacuum insulated 
exterior is designed for 
maximum temperature 
retention will keep your 
beer or lemonade cold!
Set of two.

Beer Growler 
Double wall and vacuum 
insulated. Doesn't sweat or 
leak. Beverages stay fresh 
and maintain their full 
flavor. Almost holds a 
6-pack!

Sandstone Coasters
Set of 4 moisture absorbent 
sandstone coasters are a 
great way to protect your 
favorite table when 
entertaining.

Slate Coasters
Set of four slate stone 
coasters with natural edges 
and velvet backing.

2 Crystal Rocks Glasses
Perfect for serving scotch
or whiskey. These high
quality glasses have a
heavy base for proper
weight distribution.

2 Stemless Wine Glasses
Crafted in machine-blown 
crystal, these stemless 
glasses are great for your 
favorite pinot noir.

30 oz MAX! Stainless Steel
Tumbler
This indestructible, double-wall
tumbler will keep your cold
drinks cold and your hot drinks
hot with a unique spill-proof lid.

Flask with a Built-in 
Collapsible Shot Glass
This stainless steel flask 
features a hidden 
compartment that reveals a 
telescoping shot glass!

Stainless Steel Ice Cubes
Use these to keep your 
mixed drinks cold without 
watering them down!

Moscow Mule Mug
16 ounce mug features a 
brass handle and keeps your 
drink cold for hours. 
Available in 100% copper 

 or copper-plated .

LIFESTYLE
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Crystal Scotch Decanter
Make a stunning presentation at the 
bar. Features rounded corners for a 
look as smooth as your drink.

Crystal Wine Decanter
With a punt at the base to aid 
aeration, this visually appealing 
carafe will enhance your wine
experience.

Crystal Decanter Set
Branded decanter with a set of two 
rocks glasses in a custom gift box.  

9 Piece Mixology Set
Copper finish stainless steel bar ware set comes 
with round tray, cocktail shaker and bar tools on a 
rack.

Mint Julep Set
This set has everything you need for Mint Julep 
cocktails. 2 cups, serving tray, stirring spoon and 
muddler. Available in copper or silver plated.

Moscow Mule Set
Two 16 oz copper plated mugs with matching shaker 
and serving tray.  Also available in 100% pure copper. 

Crystal Wine Decanter Set
Crystal Wine Decanter with a set of 2 matching 
stemless wine glasses and 9 piece accessory kit.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOXLIFESTYLE BUILD YOUR OWN BOX
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300 Piece Poker Set in
Stainless Steel Case
Play poker in style with              
this set of dice striped 
poker chips complete with 
heavy duty aluminum case.

Cigar Cutter
With excellent 
craftsmanship and solid 
construction, this cigar 
cutter is made of 
brushed stainless steel 
and is sure to please.

Leather Cigar Case
With Cutter and Lighter
Made of high quality leather, 
the case features room for two 
cigars and two outer pockets 
that hold a cutter and lighter.

Leather Humidor with
Cigar Accessories 
Elegant, thoughtful and classic for 
the cigar lover. Includes the tools 
of the trade for cigar aficionados 
to enjoy a luxuriously good smoke. 

Leather Wine Rack Leather Wine Carrier with Built-In Wine Accessory Kit
Wine Rack by VacaValiente is an elegant display 
for bottles of wine in the shape of a pyramid. Wine 
Rack is made of leather and can hold up to 6 
bottles.

Sovaro Cork Cooler
It’s a date! With room for a few bottles and a plate of fruit or 
garnishes, our 30 quart cooler is perfect for any party. Polycarbonate 
inner and outer casing and thick cork insulation.

Features rich yet elegant in their simplicity, Sovaro coolers offer 
uncompromised style and performance wherever life takes you, be 
it an intimate backyard gathering or exclusive oceanfront event.

The key to keeping a cooler cold is to keep heat out. With flawless 
form and faultless function, Sovaro coolers are engineered to 
achieve superior performance.

The most unique wine carrier on the market. Genuine 
Italian leather allows you to hold 2 full size wine bottles. 
Built-in wine accessory kit is accessible through a 
separate zipper compartment.

LIFESTYLE
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Canvas Dopp Kit
A stylish, rugged travel 
bag with weather-resistant 
waxed-cotton canvas and 
handle.

Leather Shoe Bag
This Deluxe Shoe Bag has
a zippered entry with an
easy carry handle. It is fur
lined to protect your golf
shoes. A zip pocket acts
as a divider.

Wine Clutch
This single bottle wine tote 
contains an insulated 
compartment to keep your 
favorite bottle of wine chilled 
while toting it around in 
style.  

Silicone Dopp Kit
Made from 100% silicone. 
Leak resistant. Easy to 
clean. Heavy duty zipper. 
Great for travel. Available 
in other colors.

Water Repellent Garment
Bag
Breathable and foldable
garment bag for suits and
dresses. Holds up to 4 or
more garments.

Provides good looks and a 
functional way to carry your 
favorite wine vintages.

Single Bottle Leather Wine 
Carrier

BUILD YOUR OWN BOX

Canvas Duffle with 
Leather Trim
Men's duffel bag made of
stonewashed canvas
trimmed in leather. Ideal
for travel or the gym.

Canvas Bag with Trolley 
System

Carbon Fiber Weekender Bag
Sleek Ballistic Nylon Weekender
Bag with leather trim features a 
SpeedThru™ pocket for 
hassle-free airport security
checks and superior
organization.

Premium Leather Double
Deluxe Wine Carrier
Features a hidden magnetic 
snap opening to a water 
resistant lined interior with 
center division to hold two 
wine bottles.

Durable canvas bag with
genuine leather trim. Large
capacity that can be used 
as a carry-on. Wheels 
provide greater mobility.
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Leather Travel Kit 
Genuine leather with
double zip. Two separate
interior compartments with a 
zipper pocket.

Matador Freerain Packable Backpack 
Waterproof Packable Backpack offers 
superior performance in the smallest 
possible package. It packs away to fit 
in the palm of your hand and unpacks 
into a 24 liter backpack with a 
waterproof main compartment.



Leather Weekender Bag

Wooden Shoe Tree
Cedar wood, moisture
absorbing deodorizing
shoe stretcher is durable 
and cannot be easily 
damaged.

Leather RFID Blocking Wallet
Slim wallet with specially designed credit card holder 
made from aluminium and leather. With a click, all cards 
slide out gradually and will not fall out. Can hold cash 
and up to12 cards. RFID protection prevents hackers 
from stealing your privacy  credit card numbers.

Carbon Fiber Money Clip
Chic and stylish design.
Made out of 100% real
carbon fiber.

Leather Portfolio
Guaranteed to work as 
hard as you do, this 
universal tablet case 
gives you lots of leeway.

Slim RFID Blocking Wallet 
This slim card case allows you to
remove one card at a time. RFID
card protective case holds up to
6 flat cards or 4 embossed 
cards. Brushed in solid 
aluminum.

Leather Men's Briefcase
100% genuine cowhide 
leather with polyester 
lining. Metal hardware in
brush nickel.

Latico's large messenger bag 
knows how to keep you organized 
in style.  Supple leather covers 
this sleek bag with rich tones 
while an adjustable shoulder 
strap provides a comfortable fit.

Men's Computer 
Bag/Briefcase
Distressed leather briefcase 
is stylish and sophisticated. 
Multiple pockets and metal
hardware is perfect for the
road warrior.

Leather Garment Bag
100% genuine leather with 
innovative design and 
engineering excellence. 
Natural texture and soft 
finish offer a casual yet 
sophisticated look. 

LIFESTYLE
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Leather Weekender with Trolley 
System 
Large rolling duffel bag in the highest 
grade leather. Water resistant and 
steel trolley mechanism. Rugged yet 
sophisticated.
for delivery.

 
Sunglasses from two of the best eye 
wear brands in the world.  Prices 
vary based on style and availability. 
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Fruit Infused Water Bottle
No more boring water!
Now you can get the
hydration your body
needs with all the
flavors you love! 23 oz.
Lifetime Warranty.

24 oz Water Bottle 
with Hydration Tracker
BPA-free, impact 
resistant and dishwasher 
durable. Rotating meter 
lets you monitor your 
daily water consumption.

HYDAWAY Collapsable Water Bottle 
Cut down on the bottled water 
shenanigans as this pocket-sized 
companion collapses down to a 
1.25-inch tall disc, making it almost 
camel-like in its water-toting 
efficiency.

Oster Smoothie Maker
Blend your favorite 
smoothie or shake right 
in the sport bottle. 
Dishwasher safe.  

Two Toned Herbal Wrap
Aromatherapy-infused neck wraps are 
designed to comfortably rest on your 
shoulders.

Trigger Point  Performance Foam Roller
Roller has 3 zones providing different 
intensities of massage while using less 
foam than other styles of rollers. 

Microfiber Travel Pillow
Made with hypoallergenic 
micro-fiber.

Fleece Blanket
Blanket comes with
convenient carrying
wrap.

Wireless Jump Rope
Digital cordless jump rope has 
a built-in timer, calorie and 
jump counter and will help you 
lose weight fast without the 
need for skill or coordination.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOX
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lululemon Yoga Microfiber Towel 
An absorbent and lightweight 
microfiber small towel to 
complement your daily workout.

lululemon Yoga Mat                
Ideal for yogis who commute or 
travel this lightweight mat is easy 
to pack. Available in gray, grape 
and black. 



 

LIFESTYLE
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Tassel Wristlet    

 

Canvas 
 

Luxury Spa Booties
Restore and refresh your sore feet with 
soothing heated spa booties. Simply 
heat them in the microwave for 30 
seconds for cozy, relaxing warmth 
and stress-melting aromatherapy. 

Eucalyptus Heat Wrap
Soothing, deep heat 
therapy where you need 
it most, lower back, 
mid-back, shoulders or 
achy muscles. 

Eucalyptus Spa Blanket
Wrap around your body 
like a shawl or use over 
back or front to soothe 
achy muscles.
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Naked Bee Kit
Go natural with organic and 
paraben-free products! 
Includes travel sizes of the
hand & body lotion, shampoo 
and conditioner, triple-milled 
soap, lip balm and candle.

Manicure Set
This 14-piece set comes 
equipped in a synthetic leather 
case and contains everything 
needed to keep your fingernails 
and toenails in check.

Inis Discovery Set
The travel-friendly sizes make it 
easy to take your favorite refreshing 
scent anywhere you go - great for 
layering and keeping that 
ocean-fresh feeling all day!

Jack Black Travel Set
Take Jack Black with you 
wherever you go!  This 
skincare and shaving set is 
free from parabens, 
sulfates, colorants and 
synthetic fragrance.

Harry's 2-1 Truman 
Shaving Set
1 Truman razor handle
1 Shave cream (2 oz)
1 German engineered
blade.

Art of Shaving Set
Four elements of the 
perfect shave: pre-shave 
oil, shaving cream, 
after-shave and the 
badger brush.

Badger Shaving 
Brush with Metal Stand
A quality brush is a key 
element to attain that 
perfect shave. 

Facial Trimmer
Use this and have perfectly 
groomed facial hair in no 
time. Also suitable for 
cleaning up eyebrows and 
unwanted upper lip hair. 

NICHE 3 in 1 Wash
Niche For Men All 
Natural back country 
embered cedar can be 
used as soap, shampoo 
and for shaving.

Neutrogena® Men
Face Lotion SPF 20
Helps soothe razor irritation, 
relieves dry skin and defends 
against the signs of aging.

LIFESTYLE BUILD YOUR OWN BOX
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LOGOS: $5 PER ITEM. NO SET UP FEES.

Organic Foot Cream
Keep your feet smooth and soft with 
this Foot Cream’s non-greasy, 
highly moisturizing formula. It 
alleviates cracked heels and feet so 
you never feel self-conscious again.

Ninja Juicer NinjaPro
Nutri Ninja Pro Extractor Blades break 
down whole fruits, vegetables, ice 
and seeds for nutrient & vitamin 
extraction. Comes with 24 and 18 oz 
"to-go" cups and 75 recipe guide. 
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Base Tier
• Wilson Staff Elite
• Pinnacle Gold
• Callaway Warbird

Mid Tier
• Bridgestone e6
• Titleist DT Soft
• Srixon Q -Star

Top Tier
• Bridgestone B330
• Wilson Pro Staff Duo
• Srixon Z-Star
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s Long Wooden Tees
3 1/4" wooden tees are
designed for maximum
performance and
durability.

Microfiber Golf Towel
Towel includes a metal
grommet and clip to
allow for easy access.
Available in multiple 
colors.

Chef's Cut Real
Beef Jerky
Hand-cut premium
steak, slow smoked to
tender perfection, high in
protein and no nitrites.

Switchblade Divot Tool
Switchblade divot tool
with magnetic ball
marker. Ball marker can
be customized with your
logo.

Microfiber Tech Golf Towel
The microfiber waffle weave
material is super absorbent and
extremely effective at cleaning.

Zero Friction 
One-Size-Fits-All Glove

Leather Scorecard Holder
This classic golf scorecard
holder is well designed to
hold your scorecard and
pencil in place. 

Travis Matthew Shoe 
Tote/Cooler
Plastic-lined interior shoe
and cooler bag stores
your shoes and keeps
your beverages cold!

One-Size-Fits-All Silicone 
Belt
Stylish and flexible with 
multiple colored belt buckles 
available. Belt comes in gray, 
blue, white or black. 

One-Size-Fits-All Leather
Belt
This brushed steel ratchet
belt will please the wardrobe 
gods. Available in brown, black 
or white. 

Vintage Leather 
Headcover
Vintage leather headcover
with two stripes. Available 
in other colors and styles. 
Price includes one item.

Valuables Pouch
Leather drawstring pouch is
crafted from 100% genuine
leather. 

Performance glove takes the
guesswork out of finding the
perfect size. Available in 
men's or women's.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOX
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The Greg Norman
contemporary 1/4 zip vest
is both comfortable and
easy to care for with a
luxurious handfeel and
comfort stretch.

GOLF

TaylorMade Adjustable Hat
This structured stretch hat is 
adjustable and features a 
moisture wicking sweatband.

Mizuno Small Block Cap
Mizuno's adjustable lightweight cap for 
those players looking for a more discreet 
logo statement. Featuring Mizuno DryLite
™ technology for superior moisture 
management.

Travis Matthew "Henderson" Hat
This custom designed TravisMathew hat 
combines a comfortable fit and modern 
design. With its unique style and 
versatility, this is the perfect hat to wear 
on and off the course. 

Sligo Torrey Pines Polo 
Our best-selling, moisture-
wicking golf shirt keeps 
you cool and comfortable 
during active wear. 

Adidas Performance 
Ace the competition in the 
Adidas performance polo, 
combining good looks with 
winning performance. 
Featuring a rib-knit collar 
and lightweight jersey fabric.

GMAC Portrush Brooks Brothers
Performance Polo
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Greg Norman 1/4 Zip 
Performance Vest

Chase54 1/4 Zip 
DRYFUZE® is tha answer 
to moisture wicking. 
Seams are reinforced with 
topstitching. Butter soft 
fabric for ultimate comfort. 
87% Polyester, 13% 
Spandex

Puma 1/4 Zip Golf Wind 
Jacket
100% Polyester. Wind CELL 
designation provides durable 
yet breathable protection 
against wind chill, while 
helping maintain body 
temperature during exercise.

lululemon 1/2 Zip
Seamless construction, 
anti-stink technology and 
strategic venting make this 
half zip training-session 
ready. Available in hyper 
blue, heathered black and 
oxford.
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* **APPAREL (Other Top Brands and Colors Available by Request)***

Button down two piece 
collar, laid on four button 
placket & chest pocket.  
UV protected, Absorbtec, 
and antimicrobial material.
Available in other colors.

Classic jersey polo is designed 
for optimal comfort on and off the 
course. The moisture wicking 
polyester spandex is a perfect
balance of style & function.

The Greg Norman
contemporary 1/4 zip vest
is both comfortable and
easy to care for with a
luxurious feel and stretch.
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Swiftick
 

Stance
This Fusion Golf sock features Quik Wick 
fabric and mesh vents to keep feet cool 
and dry. 

Kentwool
Set low on the ankle, the Tour Profile is 
perfect for PGA TOUR caddies and 
amateurs playing in shorts. It's the world's 
best golf sock! Available in different 
colors. 
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Adidas
Great durability and protection. 6-spike thintech® 
outsole with adiwear™. 

Canoos
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WOMEN ’S

JoFit Tech Polo
This stylish, easy to wear golf polo 
features a feminine cross over v-neckline, 
and seaming at the waist and bottom that 
slim your silhouette. Also available in 
white and black.

lululemon Lightly Jacket
Layer on this lightweight, fitted jacket for 
grab and go comfort after your round or 
yoga class.

lululemon Speed Socks
Lightweight socks designed 
with micro-cushioning in the 
heel and toe for ultimate 
comfort and performance.

Get style and substance in one with these Canoos golf shoes!  
Made from the highest quality leather, a molded spike bottom 
will give you maximum performance and comfort.

Find comfort in these socks 
that cover your feet while 
keeping them cool and dry.

$42
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TECH PACKAGE

Corrugated Gift 
Box w Handle

Premium Soft 
Gift Box

Touch 
(Android/iPhone Compatible)  
Extra Long USB Cord

bem Bluetooth Wireless 
Speaker with USB 
Charging Port

100% Copper Moscow 
Mule Mug 

5000 mAh Powerbank One Size Fits All Leather 
Belt  (Available in Brown, 
Black and White)

One Size Fits All Silicone 
Belt (Available in Gray, 
Blue, White and Black  

MAX! Stainless Steel 
Beer Koozie

2 7-Multi USB Port Charing Station
12 em luetooth speakers

12 8K mA  Powerbanks
12 XL USB Cords

MAX! 30 ounce Stainless 
Steel Tumbler

17 Oz Stainless Steel 
Water Bottle 

7 USB Charging Station 
(Pro Shop, Locker 
Room, Pool Amenity)

00

Additional 24 belt buckles 
(Assorted: Red, Yellow, Green, 
White, Black, Blue and Pink)
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https://www.mevxllc.com/
https://www.mevxllc.com/



